DSS Business Objects Universes (most often used):

Spon_Fin:
This universe contains Sponsored Research (SPO) data from SPIDERS merged with legacy (SUFIN) and Oracle Financials expenditure data. This is used by research managers to report on project expenditures.

Spo_Data:
This universe contains SPO data from SPIDERS such as the number of proposals and awards for each school or department. Department administrators use this file to report on proposals and awards for a PI (Principal Investigator) within a school.

OF Expenditures:
This universe contains actual and budget expenditure data from Oracle Financials Grants Accounting Module (GA). Department administrators use this universe to create expenditure reports similar to the Expenditure Statement that is distributed monthly.

OF GL Data:
This universe contains data from Oracle Financials General Ledger (GL). This is used to create financial reports such as Fund Balances, Fund Statements and Profit and Loss Statement.

OF Transfers Detail:
This universe contains detailed information on fund transfers from Oracle GL. This is used by managers to research fund transactions such as where a transfer may have originated from.

OF_Variance:
This universe contains actual and budget data from Oracle GA and GL. This universe is used by Budget Officers for Variance Reporting to the University Budget Office.

OF_Fin_Fund_Activity:
This universe contains data from Oracle GL grouped by revenue, transfer and expense types. This universe is used by Budget Officers to monitor funds. Funds are grouped into large categories which provide a useful quick snapshot for fund activity.

OF_Valid_PTAs:
This universe contains project task award (PTA) information such as project name, start dates and owner id. This universe is useful for showing the types and number of PTAs for a school.

DSS also has universes containing legacy financial system (SUFIN) data and a universe with Peoplesoft HR staff count information.